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Teaching tips/strategies  

• Make word cards to revise the Gr11 concepts 
• Let it roll out as a competition 
• Learners are not suppose to shout the 

answers out  
• Write down the answers to provide it later 
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CAPS Policy 
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WORD QUIZ 
Identify the following concepts: 

 
1. Instruments, such as paper currency, notes, 

and checks, used to make payments between 
countries 
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2.  The practice of converting one currency into 
another is called … 
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WORD QUIZ 



3.  The value of one country’s currency 
            in terms of or in relation to  another 

currency… 
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WORD QUIZ 



4.  Currency rates  ranging from being high to 
low to higher to lower  … 
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WORD QUIZ 
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FLUCTUATION of ROEThe rate is never constantThe rate determines the buying power of your local currency to compare it to a foreign currencyWe express it in terms of “weaker” and “stronger” currencies



5.  The process of a product being sold or 
bought  is… 
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WORD QUIZ 



6.  The rate used when tourists buy foreign 
currency from a institution 
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WORD QUIZ 



7.  The rate used when tourists sell his foreign 
currency to an institution… 
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WORD QUIZ 



The concept Foreign Exchange 
Answer the following Questions on Fx while 

watching the video & write down your answer: 
1. Explain the concept ‘FX’. 
2. Identify the amount of money earned from FX 

trade daily.   
3. Name the reasons for the need of FX. 
4. Explain how FX work. 
5. Identify what influence the rate of FX in this 

transaction.  
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GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 
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03 UNDERSTANDING 
GROSS DOMESTIC 
PRODUCT.flv 

 

IN 
SUMMARY 
GDP is… 
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Benefits of GDP growth to SA economy 
1. Income generation 

      Tourists visiting South Africa and spend 
their money on products and services in 
their country 

2. Employment/job creation 

       Employment in underdeveloped areas 
and other areas where tourists 

      are visiting  
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3. Improvements to the infrastructure 

     Tourism stimulates the infrastructure  and      
     development there of,  improving the living  
     conditions of locals 
4. Education & training programs of locals help   
      them to improve & manage resources – up 

skilling of people  
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Benefits of GDP growth to SA economy 
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Multiplier effect 
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Multiplier effect 



‘Strong’ and ‘weak’ ZAR 
• The RoE determines the strength of a countries 

currency 
• Strength of the ZAR compared to other currencies 

for eg.  1 U$ = R9.04 
• In comparison:  ZAR to U$, the ZAR is weak 
• Compare the ZAR with Japan 

1 ZAR = 10.49 ¥ (=R0.09c) 
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‘Strong’ ZAR 
•Less tourists arrivals = less Foreign currency 
•Tourists have less money to spend 
•Length of stay is  a shorter period  
•Have less foreign currency to spend  
•Long haul destination – an expensive option 
•SA is perceived as an expensive destination 
•Tourists will stay away 
•Leads to job losses 
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‘Weak’ ZAR 

•More foreign tourists will visit SA 
•Foreign tourists get more ZAR for their  
  currency  
•Tourists have more money to spend 
•The length of stay will be longer  
•SA will be perceived as a ‘cheap’ destination 
•SA will be regarded as a VFM destination 
 



Relative strength at specific times (Fluctuation) 
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THE STRENGTH  IS INFLUENCED BY: 
• Discovery of minerals 
• Political stability – peaceful elections and 

positive outcomes 
• Time of the year like Easter/Christmas  
• Positive image and reporting 
• Economic stability 

 
 



Relative weakness at specific times Fluctuation 
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THE WEAKNESSES ARE INFLUENCED BY: 
• Political unrest or instability: 
• Natural disasters 
• Economic instability 
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CURRENCY CODE SYMBOL EXCHANGE 
RATE 

US Dollar  USD US$ 8.94  

Pound sterling  GBP ₤ 14.18  

Euro EUR € 12.13  

Australian dollar  AUD AU$ 9.33  

Japanese  Yen JPY ¥ 0.10  

Interpret a currency rate sheet 



Convert major currencies 
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1.  From  ZAR to Foreign?   DIVIDE  ÷  RoE 
    R100 to $ = 100 ÷ 8.94 = 11.185 $ 
       = 11.19 $ 

 
2.  From Foreign? to  ZAR  MULTIPLY x RoE 
     150 £ to ZAR = 150 X 14.18 = R2127.00  
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•Take it from the Bank’s position 
•What is the Bank doing with the foreign currency 
•Is the bank selling Foreign currency? (BSR) 
•Is the bank buying foreign currency? (BBR) 
•The BBR will always be lower than the BSR 
•The BSR is always the highest 

Differentiate between BSR & BBR 

BSR 

BBR 



Fluctuation in exchange rates 
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•Selling tourism products and services are  
  influenced by the Rate of exchange 
•Happenings in countries with a strong currency will 
have a huge impact on the global economy 



Fluctuation of currencies on international tourism 

INBOUND MARKET 
• With a stronger foreign currency elsewhere 

South Africans will travel within the borders of 
their own country 

• With a stronger foreign currency foreign 
tourists will visit South Africa as destination 

OUTBOUND MARKET 
• With a stronger ZAR tourists will be more 

likely to travel to foreign countries; will be 
affordable 
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Influence on travel patterns 
• With a favourable RoE  tourists are encouraged 

to travel 
• Tourists from a rich country will travel to SA 
• They will receive more rand for their currency 
•  They perceive South Africa to be a cheap 

destination  
• They spend more money here 
• More & longer stay /visits to SA 
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Foreign Exchange assignment 
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MONEY! MONEY! MONEY!
MONEY!
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